Rapid satellite-to-site visibility determination is of great significance to coverage analysis of satellite constellations as well as onboard mission planning of autonomous spacecraft. This paper presents a novel self-adaptive Hermite interpolation technique for rapid satellite-to-site visibility determination. Piecewise cubic curves are utilized to approximate the waveform of the visibility function versus time. The fourth-order derivative is used to control the approximation error and to optimize the time step for interpolation. The rise and set times are analytically obtained from the roots of cubic polynomials. To further increase the computational speed, an interval shrinking strategy is adopted via investigating the geometric relationship between the ground viewing cone and the orbit trajectory. Simulation results show a 98% decrease in computation time over the brute force method. The method is suitable for all orbital types and analytical orbit propagators.
Introduction
The satellite-to-site visibility problem, which refers to the determination of opportunities for a satellite to observe or communicate with an object on the Earth's surface, plays an important role in coverage analysis of satellite orbits and constellations [1, 2] . For example, in order to assess coverage performance of an Earth observation constellation, it is first necessary to generate the visibility periods of each ground target for all the member satellites. In addition, with the increasing capability of onboard computers, autonomous mission planning is projected for future generation of spacecraft systems. Onboard prediction of satellite-to-site visibility will be required for intelligent Earth imaging tasks as well as for data communication scheduling [3, 4] .
Satellite-to-site visibility periods are typically determined by the conventional brute force method, which is to let the satellite run through its trajectory and to check whether it can access the site at each instant. The disadvantage of this method is that orbital positions are calculated hundreds of times per orbital period and thus the execution time is tremendous, especially when perturbation effects are considered. Even though the computation load is tolerable for ground facilities, it is undesirable for onboard real-time mission planning. Thus, the development of rapid algorithms for visibility computation is crucial to both groundbased constellation design and onboard spacecraft autonomy. Fast algorithms have been proposed by many researchers in order to reduce the computation cost of satellite-to-site visibility determination. A closed-form solution was given by Escobal [5] for two-body motion by introducing a single transcendent equation as a function of eccentric anomaly. The equation is solved only once per orbital period. Mai and Palmer [6] presented a coarse-to-fine strategy via checking the closest satellite ascending pass over the target latitude. Analytical perturbations are incorporated to improve visibility determination accuracy. However, the method is not applicable for low-inclined orbits. The idea of using closest pass of satellite was also utilized in ref. [7] , but the satellite ground trace was approximated by a great-circle arc. Thus the method is only valid for circular orbits. Apart from these geometric approaches, numerical methods based on visibility function approximation have been developed. In ref.
[8], the Fourier series yields a good representation of visibility function for low-eccentricity orbits. Alfano et al. [9] further used the parabolic blending technique to construct the waveform of visibility function with a fixed time step to suit all orbital types. A 95% decrease in computation time over the brute force method was achieved. More recently, Sun et al.
[10] improved Alfano's method and developed an adaptive Hermite interpolation technique which decreases the time step of curve fitting to guarantee interpolation accuracy at fast-changing parts of the waveform. The adaptive Hermite interpolation technique has also been employed for rapid Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) analysis of navigation constellations [11] . However, theoretical proof of the method is not given and the time step of curve fitting is not adaptively increased at smooth parts of the waveform. Thus its computational efficiency is slightly inferior to that of the parabolic blending technique.
In this paper, a self-adaptive Hermite interpolation technique in the strict sense is presented for curve fitting of the satellite-to-site visibility function. The fourth-order derivative is utilized to control the approximation error and to adaptively adjust the time step of interpolation. In addition, the geometric relationship between the ground viewing cone and the satellite's space trajectory is used to identify time intervals during which the satellite will never see the ground station.
Rapid determination of satellite-to-site visibility
We first introduce the mathematical model of the satelliteto-site visibility problem and generalize it as a multiple hump function rooting problem. Then we present the basic principle of the self-adaptive cubic interpolation method for rapid root finding. The detailed algorithm for the satellite-to-site visibility calculation is given thereafter.
Mathematical model
A satellite cannot see a ground target until it rises above a minimum elevation angle. Let θ denote the elevation angle of the satellite at the current position, and 0  denote the predefined minimum elevation. As illustrated in Figure 1 The value of the term on the left side of eq. (1) varies with time and is defined as the visibility function, denoted by V(t), whereas the term on the right side is a constant and is defined as the visibility threshold, denoted by λ. The rise and set times are the solutions of the following nonlinear equation:
Assume a circular orbit with an altitude of 1000 km and a ground target located at (120°E, 40°N). Figure 2 shows the time-varying behavior of V(t) as well as a visibility threshold corresponding to a minimum elevation of 10°. The satellite sees the ground target only when the visibility function value is above the threshold line. As depicted in Figure  2 , the visibility function is a multiple hump function, which is erratic and has no fixed periods for non-regressive orbits. There are in general no analytical expressions for the roots of such a system.
The piecewise cubic lines have been used to approximate the visibility function in ref. [10, 11] . Cubic curves normally have two turning points and could fit the visibility function well near the peaks. In addition, cubic curves have analytical expressions of roots.
Consider a visibility function V(t) with   
